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MEMORANDUM
TO:
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FROM:
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DATE:

August 1, 2013

RE:
HOV Policy Recommendation
_________________________________________________________________________
Purpose: This memo summarizes information regarding HOV discussions for the proposed tolled
managed lanes on C-470 from Kipling to I-25.
Action Requested: Transportation Commission input and decision on the current HOV 3+ tolled
managed lanes policy as it relates to the C-470 Corridor Coalition request.
Background: A letter was recently received from the C-470 Corridor Coalition (see attached)
articulating the Coalition recommendation that all vehicles (including HOVs) that choose to utilize
the proposed tolled managed lanes on C-470 from Kipling to I-25 should pay. The recommendation
was agreed upon by the Corridor Coalition Policy Committee at their June 6, 2013 meeting and
reflects “considerations of the additional capital and operational costs to accommodate HOVs, the
enforcement challenges, and the need in the current funding environment facing the state and local
governments to maximize the potential toll revenue.”
The current policy of the Transportation Commission with respect to tolled managed lanes is
articulated in TC Resolution 3052, approved on February 21, 2013. Resolution 3052 states that “as
of January 1, 2017 toll-free travel offered to High Occupant Vehicles on tolled managed lanes that
are part of the state highway system shall be limited to vehicles with three or more total occupants
(HOV 3+).” Resolution 3052 notes that the “Transportation Commission recognizes the benefits of
HOV 3+ to encouraging carpooling and transit use, with resulting reductions in vehicle emissions, to
reduce congestion, and improve the safety, capacity, and accessibility of the surface transportation
system.”
Since the proposed tolled managed lanes will not be operational until after January 1, 2017,
Resolution 3052 would be applicable. A decision on this matter is needed so that studies can proceed
using an appropriate assumption for HOV usage on the facility.
Staff Recommendation: Staff recommends that the existing policy of toll-free travel for HOV 3+ in
2017 apply to C-470. If the Commission desires, this policy can be affirmed with the adoption of
the attached resolution. Staff will provide a written response to the Coalition based on Commission
direction.
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Resolution #TC-XXXX
WHEREAS, the Transportation Commission is responsible, pursuant to C.R.S. 43-1-106(8), for formulating
the general policy of the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT); and
WHEREAS, the Transportation Commission previously recognized the benefits of providing toll-free
travel to High Occupancy Vehicles (HOVs) in Resolution #TC-3052; and
WHEREAS, #TC-3052 requires that as of January 1, 2017 toll-free travel offered to High Occupant
Vehicles on tolled managed lanes that are part of the state highway system shall be limited to vehicles
with three or more total occupants (HOV 3+).
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Transportation Commission hereby reaffirms #TC-3052, and its
support for toll-tree travel for HOV 3+ on managed lanes that are part of the state highway system,
including C-470.

